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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Tour Bus Operators
The motorcoach operators interviewed collectively arrange transport for approximately 2,020 tour
groups annually to Washington, DC in 4,385 buses, logging over 2.2 million miles. The average group size
ranges from 30 to 129 with school groups comprising the largest target market segment.
Operators are cognizant of vehicle emissions and most typically control on-site emissions by encouraging
drivers to limit idling time. However, operators simultaneously recognize that their drivers often cruise
while in Washington, DC due to a lack of available parking. All operators reported driver safety training
programs and were attentive to emergency preparedness.
Operators indicated some willingness to pay for parking but expressed concerns regarding NPS-proposed
parking meters. These concerns included cost, length of stay, availability to drivers for short term pickup/drop-off, the presence of law enforcement to ensure cars do not take up bus spaces and the availability
of special spaces for buses needing to deploy wheelchair lifts. Itineraries are designed to account for
traffic congestion in Washington, DC and drivers are trained to make schedule adjustments as needed
when congestion causes significant delays
In light of perceived overall benefits of tour bus travel to Washington, DC, operators focused on the
historical and political significance of the visit and also noted that tour participants are able to experience
various cultures, enjoy the beauty of Washington, DC, contribute positively to the local economy and
engage in a sustainable practices by using motorcoaches rather than visiting in separate automobiles.
Operators indicated that health and recreation benefits for participants included peacefulness, lower
stress than driving themselves, exercise, a cleaner environment from fewer cars and spending time with
friends and family. Educational benefits noted by operators included learning about history and politics
specifically and encouraging inquisitiveness and studying generally. Operator ideas for increasing
Washington, DC tour benefits focused on inclusion of more interactive experiences, increased participant
free time to visit museums of choice, reducing risk by increasing the safety of areas where buses drop off,
reducing fumes, better signage, more on-site interpretation, period-costumed guides and better marketing
of benefits.
Operators expressed little interest in using alternative on-site transportation such as Metrorail or the DC
Circulator. More parking, more restrooms, better pathways, safer crosswalks and drop-off zones near all
locations requiring time entrances were suggestions for improving the pedestrian experience.
Complaints, concerns and suggestions from operators specific to bringing tour groups to Washington, DC
were common to parking, drop-off zones, congestion, street closures, routing, enforcement, information
provision and timed ticket restrictions.

Tour Bus Clients
Tour bus clients represented a public middle school group, two international groups from South Korea
and the Honor Flight Network, which transports World War II veterans to Washington, DC. Clients
shared details about their most recent group trips to Washington, DC, which included anywhere from 40
to 190 participants. Their itineraries were either self-defined or designed with assistance from a tour
company and varied significantly, with groups visiting anywhere from 4 to 17 sites.
The overall benefits of tour bus travel to Washington, DC noted by tour bus clients included
understanding citizenship, being comfortable, tour bus efficiency and, in the case of the client group that
serves military veterans, it was noted that participants are afforded the opportunity to observe how the
American public feels about their past service and sacrifices. Clients indicated that health and recreation
benefits for participants included walking, spending time with friends and teachers, sightseeing and
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Summary of Findings

meeting new people. Educational benefits mentioned by clients included learning about history,
information provision that complemented a school-based service learning project, and offering a greater
understanding of the U.S. to foreign visitors. Ideas from clients for increasing Washington, DC tour
benefits focused on variety of enhancements specific to circulation, lighting, food, bathrooms, water,
information, special activities, itinerary suggestions and specialized tour guide usage.
Clients expressed little use of alternative on-site transportation such as Metrorail or the DC Circulator.
These modes of transport were perceived to be too difficult for participants to negotiate, were not time
effective and did not go to desired locations. Suggestions offered for improving the pedestrian experience
included more careful itinerary planning, better food options, more water stations, clearly marked
distance signs and improved loading and unloading locations to reduce chaos.
Complaints, concerns and suggestions from client representatives specific to bringing tour groups to
Washington, DC pertained to food availability, water fountains, bathrooms and the impact of congestion
on site access.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The National Park Service/National Mall and Memorial Parks (NPS/National Mall) management team
completed a plan entitled the National Mall Plan / Environmental Impact Statement (NPS, 2010) to provide
a long-term management framework for the future of the National Mall. As part of the larger plan,
conditions pertaining to access and circulation were highlighted. The National Mall Plan proposed
numerous recommendations in light of tour bus operations, including but not limited to: loading and
unloading locations; parking; the management of large groups arriving by tour bus; creating multilingual
educational opportunities for culturally diverse groups that arrive by tour bus; ready access to
refreshments for tour bus arrivals and departures at select locations; information provision; and,
sustainable practices.
The background for the 2010 recommendations included findings from a 2003 study entitled the District
of Columbia Tour Bus Management Initiative that was conducted by the Volpe National Transportation
Systems Center for the District of Columbia Department of Transportation and other key stakeholders.
The 2003 study highlighted numerous problems associated with tour bus operations in the District of
Columbia, including traffic congestion, residential neighborhood disruption, air pollution, excessive
noise, obstruction of view corridors and major landmarks and negative impacts on local infrastructure.
The 2003 study recommended specific changes as well as on-site data collection and counts for monitoring purposes. However, the concerns raised and recommendations set forth in the National Mall Plan,
completed in 2010, suggested that little progress had been made in the interim period.
In 2011, NPS contracted with researchers at GMU to conduct a scoping study to determine the
perceptions of the current state of tour bus operations in Washington DC from key stakeholders. The
study was conducted to better understand tour bus operations, in general, and specifically to determine
the constraints to making improvements to current tour bus operations on the National Mall.
The GMU research team worked collaboratively with NPS to identify agencies for participation in the
scoping interviews. Feedback was also received through meetings, e-mail communication and webinar
participation. The following stakeholders were represented in the 2011 study: Academy Bus / New World
Tours, Destination DC, DDOT, Guild of Professional Tour Guides, National Tour Association, United
Motorcoach Association, U.S. Capitol Police, U.S. Park Police and the U.S. Travel Association. The
primary goal of the scoping questions was to determine perceptions of the progress that has been made in
terms of addressing the problems identified and the recommendations made in the 2003 study. Results
from operators indicated perceptions of little progress, with an overall sense of increased enforcement
being accompanied by a decrease in available parking, resulting in increased congestion and cruising. A
disconnect between operator and enforcement personnel was evidenced, with operators indicating that
parking and loading spaces near key visitor sites on the National Mall are inadequate for current demand
while enforcement agencies indicated concerns regarding a lack of knowledge of and/or unwillingness to
use available sites.
The current study builds upon the background knowledge provided in the 2003, 2010 and 2011 reports by
beginning the process of systematically documenting existing conditions related to tour bus operations.
This report represents the final two phases (i.e., VI and VII) of the seven-phase study that will ultimately
be integrated into a comprehensive plan of action for short-term and long-term improvements in tour bus
operational efficiency within the National Mall. For Phase VI, data from tour operators were collected
and analyzed specific to logs, client demographics, itineraries, education, recreation, health, vehiclemiles-traveled, methods used to reduce pollution, safety, regulation, and suggestions for improving
operational efficiency and energy conservation. For Phase VII, data from tour bus clients regarding group
demographics, itineraries, education, recreation, health, vehicle-miles-traveled, and suggestions for
improving tour group experiences were collected and analyzed. Results from both phases are presented
in this report to allow for a comparison of industry and client perspectives regarding similar issues.
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2. METHODS
2.1

RESPONDENT POOL

Twelve tour bus companies (i.e., operators) and five client groups were identified by the GMU, NPS,
Destination DC and ABA as possible contributors to the study. Representatives from each
company/client group were identified, contacted by GMU researchers and invited to participate in the
study.

2.2

DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS

The two data collection instruments were constructed with significant input from NPS, DDOT and
Destination DC. In addition, prior to reaching out to the respondent pool, an in-depth interview was
conducted by GMU researchers with members of the ABA executive team who provided a foundational
industry perspective (see Section 3 of this report for a summary of this interview). This information was
also used to confirm the validity of items included in both questionnaires.
For the tour bus operators, data were collected in six sections (see Appendix 1). Section A included
company demographics specific to annual operations as well as the sizes, types and specialized needs of
groups the company serves. Section B requested information regarding group itineraries. Section C
included bus operational information, such as origination cities, bus miles travelled annually to DC, miles
travelled while in D.C, air quality control strategies, emergency preparedness, driver time management
techniques and parking. Sections D and E asked for information regarding perceived and potential tour
benefits overall followed by sub-categories of health benefits, recreational benefits and educational
benefits. Information regarding intermodal capabilities was solicited in Section F, including group
circulation methods in DC, drop-offs/pick-ups, driver concerns/complaints and client
concerns/complaints regarding transportation to DC.
For tour bus clients, the questionnaire had five sections (see Appendix 2). Section A asked for
information regarding the group represented, the tour bus company of choice for the group, the number
of buses on a typical Washington, DC trip and facilities available on the bus. Section B allowed
respondents to indicate a variety of demographics about the group’s most recent DC visit, including group
size, age, group type (e.g., school age, adult, military, etc.), use of assistive devices and primary language
spoken. Section C had itinerary-specific questions from the most recent DC visit. Sections D and E asked
for information regarding perceived and potential tour benefits overall followed by sub-categories of
health benefits, recreational benefits and educational benefits

2.3

DATA COLLECTION: IMPLEMENTATION

Using contact information for company and client representatives provided by GMU, ABA and
Destination DC, introductory emails were sent to the twelve tour bus operators and five client group
representatives on April 7, 2014 (See Appendix 3 and Appendix 4). Respondents were asked to either
submit written responses via email, surface mail or fax or, alternatively, complete a phone or in-person
interview with one of two GMU researchers by May 5, 2014. Follow up communication occurred as
individuals responded. All non-respondents were contacted via email and given an extension to June 11,
2014, at which point data collection ceased.
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2.5 Data Analysis

2.4

SAMPLE SIZE

Using the methods outlined above, data from six motorcoach company executives (i.e., President, Vice
President or General Manager) representing tour bus operators and four clients representing tour groups
were collected.

2.5

DATA ANALYSIS

Quantitative and qualitative findings are represented in tables with accompanying narrative to allow for
ready comparison of operator data. The same approach was taken for the client data. In areas where
operator and client questionnaire items are similar (i.e., perceived benefits) the two data sets were merged
to allow for a comparison of industry and client perspectives.
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3. INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION PERSPECTIVE
Board members from the ABA were interviewed on March 27, 2014 in order to ensure that the questions
to be posed to operators and clients covered the range of concerns noted anecdotally to National Mall
personnel over the years. During this in-person interview with two GMU researchers, the following
questions were raised and accompanying, summarized responses provided.
Question 1: With respect to tour bus visitation in Washington, DC what is your ideal scenario?
Response: Looking at the changing market over past 15 years or so, group travel and the size of
the motorcoach market are continuing to grow. For instance, 700 million passengers are moved
through motorcoaches annually. This suggests DC would be a top destination among destination
markets.
Increases in motorcoach volume plus reduced parking spaces as the result of policies
implemented after 9/11 are contributing to an ill feeling towards DC among motorcoach
operators. What was happening in New York City is now happening in DC.
DC is unique because of the structure of the city, where people are moved from monument to
monument as opposed to dropping visitors off for all-day trips. The dynamic structure of the DC
tourism industry makes it a unique scenario in motorcoach parking because timed admissions are
changing the itinerary and people’s attitudes post 9/11 have changed to a heavier reliance on
buses. People want to be mobile and be able to move around or get out in a hurry.
Question 2: Why do people want to be bused from location to location all day?
Response: Moving with a bus and the safety associated with having the bus in close proximity are
incentives to bus travel.
Question 3: How do you feel about the idea of shaping itineraries to decrease the reliance on
buses and increase pedestrian experience?
Response: Generally speaking a third party is planning the trip, with a constrained budget, and
adding other variables to increase cost to the trip may not be welcome.
Question 4: How do we improve the situation?
Response: Don’t remove any more parking spaces. An example of the parking problem is that
Union Station has lost many spaces in the hopes and promises of expanding parking. But, they
have not expanded the outdoor parking lot which is located at New York Avenue.
Question 5: How does DC compare in terms of paid parking?
Response: Owners would much rather pay for parking than not have a place to park. So the
drivers are OK with the paid parking. An overall frustration for DC is that DC is not dealing with
the tour bus industry as a whole. Other cities seem to have better signs, better maps, more spaces,
and better collaboration between city and the industry. Consider that New York has added
meters for buses, why can’t DC add meters? The goal should be to work on how to add more
motorcoaches for bringing in tourism instead of working to limit them.
Question 6: How do you feel about DDOT and Destination DC?
Response: There is no action coming out of DDOT. For example, consider the Ivy City Parking
Lot which is located next to Love Nightclub. Coordination among partners has never led to
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action. A possible solution would that private lots could be converted to bus lots. Buzzard Point is
an example of one Destination DC and DDOT have done, but nothing else has happened. Also,
realize that not one single lot has overnight parking. There is also frustration with service types.
Many studies look at different things but they are all servicing the same industry. There is no
coordination among organizations regarding results. Over 10,000 commuters are moving into the
city every day with a motorcoach. There is a connection between these different types of buses.
Question 7: How do you feel about enforcement?
Response: The number of agencies enforcing is causing confusion. Collaboration of enforcement
agencies through DDOT has not led to any solutions. The [District Department of
Environment’s] Air Quality Division enforcing idling is challenging. Signage is not clear for pickup and drop-off locations. There is an overall negative feeling toward enforcement. Another
issue is the conflicting definition between what a commercial vehicle means. In other cities the
definition includes buses but not in DC.
Question 8: Is parking underneath DC feasible?
Response: The concept is feasible but the funding is highly unlikely. Consider a European model
that has worked in other cities.
Question 9: What motorcoach companies deal with international tourists?
Response: Companies with over 50 buses or the larger bus companies usually deal with
international tourism. The majority of buses are on day trips, not overnight trips.
Question 10: Are itineraries specific to a tour or is there a standard or several standard tours?
Response: Both, they are standard but can be modified.
Question 11: Are planners willing to share itineraries?
Response: Yes many are, and several publish their itineraries on the web.
Question 12: Do drivers have a specific emergency preparedness plan for DC?
Response: Larger companies will have a specific plan but small companies may have no plan at all
for day to day activities. One company had a sample emergency plan that some companies have
adopted.
Question 13: Are planners looking at health benefits of tourism when making plans?
Response: No, they wouldn’t think so. There is a frustration that the trip is the same every year
but the client or teacher wants to stay the same.
Question 14: What is the permitting status of tour buses?
Response: Everyone needs to have a 6 day permit, except if they have the apportioned plates.
Permits can be obtained online or over the phone. Commuter buses would have apportioned
plates. Permit kiosks could be helpful but currently none exist, which limits when you could
obtain a permit.
Question 15: What is the busiest day of the week?
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3. INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION PERSPECTIVE

Response: Thursdays are the busiest for school groups, weekends are the busiest for leisure
travelers.
Question 16. Is there anything else you would like to add?
Response: Arlington Cemetery or Pentagon City could be considered for alternative tour bus
parking. Overnight and driver comfort should be considered in plans. A feasible parking location
must have a bathroom and a place to get a cup of coffee and other amenities. Restrooms are not
required on buses.
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5. TOUR BUS CLIENT RESULTS

5.3

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK

Among the four client groups, Clients A and B reported that they gathered feedback from participants
after their most recent visit to Washington, DC while Clients C and D did not. Client A gathered a
breadth of information regarding destination rating, time management, meal satisfaction, a special outing
(i.e., boat trip), flight satisfaction, preparation improvement suggestions, additional comments and bus
utilization. Client B collected data regarding the bus, the guides and the food.

5.4

IMPROVING EXPERIENCES

Clients were asked to detail suggestions they have learned that would assist others in having a successful
visit to Washington, DC. Client A was the only respondent to offer advice. Suggestions pertained to
bringing student groups and included the following: room as close to city as possible; have security guards
so teachers can sleep at night; consume big breakfasts, lunches and dinners; schedule in time for students
to choose museums to visit; bring reusable water bottles, although there are not enough filling stations;
have students dress in layers; ban electronic devices for students, as they are a distraction; be flexible and
willing to change itineraries; always reexamine what tour operator suggests by doing “common sense”
tests; count off system for large groups and review every stop; have students use a buddy system; wear
comfortable shoes; bring extra flip flops on bus for students, as someone always breaks theirs; select
museums and destinations for students carefully – do what they want to do; try to end on a high note, i.e.,
a tour of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum right before you head home is depressing for students.
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Clients:
A: Public middle school (12–15 yrs old); NE US
B: Adults (50–60 yrs old); South Korea
C: Adults (50–60 yrs old); South Korea
D: Seniors (70+ yrs old); Honor Flight
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APPENDIX A: MANAGER/TOUR OPERATOR DATA
COLLECTION INSTRUMENT
National Mall and Memorial Parks Tour Bus Study
Self-Report from Tour Bus Executives
Thank you for responding to the following questions regarding tour bus operations in Washington DC (DC) and the
National Mall and Memorial Parks (National Mall). Please respond to all items that relate to your organization.
You can skip any item that you are not able to answer. The questionnaire can be returned by email, fax or surface
mail. All contact information can be found on the last page.
SECTION A: Demographics. This first section of our questionnaire asks you to share demographics of your basic
operations and tour groups with whom you work.
1.

What tour bus company do you represent?

2.

Approximately how many tour GROUPS does your organization transport in a year, including all destinations?

3.

Approximately how many tour BUSES does your organization send out in a year, including all destinations?

4.

Approximately how many tour GROUPS does your organization transport to DC in a year?

5.

Approximately how many tour BUSES does your organization send out to DC in a year?

6.

Are the buses that your organization sends to DC equipped with restrooms?

7.

What is the average number of individuals in each DC tour group?

8.

What is the average age of your DC clients?

9.

Please indicate the approximate number of groups your organization transports to DC in a typical year that
represent each characteristic in the table below:
GROUP
TYPE
# OF
GROUPS
(per year)

School
Groups

Adult
Groups

Senior
Groups

Cultural
Groups

Military
Groups

Yes ____

No ____

Other - please describe:
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10. Please indicate the approximate number of groups your organization transports to DC that have the following
needs each year:
GROUP
TYPE

Assistive
Devices

Specialized Language
Language
Language
Medical
Accommodations Accommodations Accommodations Needs
please state language: please state language: please state language:

# OF
GROUPS
(per year)
SECTION B: Itineraries. The second section of our questionnaire asks you about the group itineraries you
provide and your participants’ feedback.
11. What aspects of your itineraries to DC are standardized, meaning they do not change from group to group?

12. What aspects of your itineraries to DC are customized for each client?

13. What is the approximate percentage of your DC itineraries that include local tour guides? ______%

14. Are you willing to share a sample itinerary to DC that is offered by your organization?
Yes ____ No ____
If yes, please send it with the completed questionnaire.
15. Do your clients ever use the Metro or DC Circulator as part of the itinerary?
Yes ____ No ____

SECTION C: Bus operational items. This next section of our questionnaire asks you to share information
regarding bus operations.
16. For your DC itineraries, please list common cities/states of origin of the primary groups that you serve (i.e.,
Where are your clients coming from?)

17. Approximately how many total miles do your buses travel per year to DC, when combining all trips to DC?

18. What is the average per bus vehicle miles traveled associated with trips to DC, when considering the average
individual round trip? (Please provide a sample log, if feasible)
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19. What is the average vehicle miles traveled per bus while in DC? (Please provide a sample log, if feasible)

20. What methods, if any, does your company use to reduce tour bus pollution:
a.

Prior to trips to DC:

b.

During trips to DC:

21. What kind of training do your drivers take to ensure the safety of their passengers?

22. Please explain your emergency preparedness plan for tours going to DC.

23. Do your itineraries include visit sites in DC that require timed tickets?

Yes ____

No ____

If yes, how do these sites impact your itinerary and transportation around DC?

24. Do your drivers add in time for congestion when in DC?

Yes ____

No ____

25. How do your drivers make up for lost time when they get behind their schedule in DC?
26. How much is reasonable to pay per hour for parking close to specific sites in DC? $________/Hour

27. The National Park Service will soon install parking meters at several bus parking sites close to the National
Mall. What are your primary concerns regarding the plan to install parking meters for tour buses?
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SECTION D: Perceived benefits for tour participants. The fourth section of our questionnaire asks you about
the benefits you believe individuals may gain from participating in your group itineraries.
28. What do you believe are the primary OVERALL benefits of your tours to DC for participants?

29. What do you believe are the primary HEALTH benefits of your tours to DC for participants?

30. What do you believe are the primary RECREATIONAL benefits of your tours to DC for participants?

31. What do you believe are the primary EDUCATIONAL benefits of your tours to DC for participants?

SECTION E: Feasibility of increasing benefits for tour participants, and specific ideas: This next section of
our questionnaire asks you to think about and share possible strategies for enhancing benefits to participants.
32. What are some specific ideas you have for enhancing the OVERALL benefits of your tours to DC for
participants?

For the next three questions, please indicate how feasible you believe it would be to enhance each type of benefit for
your tour participants. Then, share the specific ideas you have for enhancing that benefit.
33. How feasible do you think it would be to enhance the HEALTH benefits of your tours to DC for participants?
(please check one)
Very Feasible

a.

Somewhat Feasible

Neutral

Somewhat Unfeasible

Very Unfeasible

What are some specific ideas you have for enhancing HEALTH benefits:

34. How feasible do you think it would be to enhance the RECREATIONAL benefits of your tours to DC for
participants? (please check one)
Very Feasible

a.

30

Somewhat Feasible

Neutral

Somewhat Unfeasible

What are some specific ideas you have for enhancing RECREATIONAL benefits:

Very Unfeasible

Appendix A: Manager/Tour Operator Data Collection Instrument

35. How feasible do you think it would be to enhance the EDUCATIONAL benefits of your tours to DC for
participants? (please check one)
Very Feasible

a.

Somewhat Feasible

Neutral

Somewhat Unfeasible

Very Unfeasible

What are some specific ideas you have for enhancing EDUCATIONAL benefits:

SECTION F: Intermodal capabilities: The final section of our questionnaire wraps up with asking you to share
information regarding intermodal capabilities.
36. Once your drivers drop off a group, what are the primary ways tour bus groups use to get around the National
Mall?

37. What can be done to maximize a tour bus group’s pedestrian experience and, accordingly, reduce the number of
drop-offs and pick-ups around the National Mall?

38. What are your primary concerns and complaints that you and your drivers have regarding transporting tour
groups to DC?

39. What are your primary concerns and complaints that your clients express about their visits to DC?

40. Additional comments:

Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this questionnaire!
You can return this questionnaire via email, fax or surface mail.
See next page for contact information.
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Contact Information

Email: Please return to Maggie Daniels (mdaniels@gmu.edu) or Laurie Harmon lharmon@uwlax.edu
Fax: Please fax to Maggie Daniels at 703-993-2025
Surface mail: Please mail to Maggie Daniels
Maggie Daniels, Ph.D.
Principal Investigator, National Mall Tour Bus Study
School of Recreation, Health and Tourism
George Mason University
10900 University Blvd., MS 4E5
Bull Run Hall, Room 201B
Manassas, VA 20110-2203
Questions or comments, please call:
Maggie Daniels: 703-993-4279
Laurie Harmon: 540-878-8737
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INSTRUMENT
National Mall and Memorial Parks Tour Bus Study
Client Self-Report
Thank you for responding to the following questions regarding tour bus travel to Washington DC (DC) and the
National Mall and Memorial Parks (National Mall). You are being asked to complete this questionnaire because
your tour group either recently or regularly visits DC and the National Mall with a tour bus company. Please
respond to all items that relate to the group you represent. You may skip any item that you are not able to answer.
The questionnaire can be returned by email, fax or surface mail. All contact information can be found on the last
page.
SECTION A: Demographics. This first section of our questionnaire asks you to share basic demographics of your
tour group members.
1.

What group do you represent?

2.

Which tour bus company do you prefer to use when bringing a group to DC?

3.

Approximately how many tour BUSES does your group use on a typical DC visit?

4.

Are the buses that your group uses when travelling to DC equipped with restrooms? ____Yes

____No

SECTION B: Recent Trip. For this next section, please refer to your most recent trip to DC.
5.

When was your most recent trip to DC (month/day/year)?

6.

Approximately how many people were in your group?

7.

What was the average age of the clients in your most recent tour group?

8.

Please indicate (using an “x”) any of the following categories your group represented:
School
Groups

9.

Adult
Groups

Senior
Groups

Cultural
Groups

Military
Groups

Other - please describe:

Did anyone in your group use an assistive device (e.g. wheelchair, cane, etc.)

____Yes

____No

____Yes

____No

10. What was the primary language spoken by your group members?
11. Did anyone in your group need a language interpreter?

SECTION C: Itineraries and participant feedback. The third section of our questionnaire asks you about the
itinerary and participant feedback for your group’s most recent trip to DC.
12. What was the group’s itinerary while in DC? Please share a copy, if possible.
13. Who created the itinerary? This may be the tour company, you, another individual or some combination.
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14. Was there anything your group wanted to do that you were unable to do?

_____Yes

_____No

_____Yes

_____No

_____Yes

_____No

17. Did you gather feedback from your participants after their tour completion? _____Yes

_____No

a.

IF YES, please tell us WHAT you were unable to do and WHY:

15. Were you able to follow the approximate itinerary timeline?
a.

IF NO, please tell us why not:

16. Did your itinerary include sites in DC that require timed tickets?

a.

IF YES, please tell us share with us what questions you asked and the results, if possible.

18. Was this your group’s first visit to DC?

_____Yes

_____No

a.

IF NO, please share what you have learned over the years to improve your experiences to DC:

b.

IF NO, please tell us what suggestions or hints you have for a successful trip in DC that you are willing
to share with others:

SECTION D: Perceived benefits for tour group members. The fourth section of our questionnaire asks you
about the benefits you believe individuals may gain from participating in your group itineraries.
19. What do you believe are the primary OVERALL benefits of your visits to DC for tour group participants?

20. What do you believe are the primary HEALTH benefits of your visits to DC for tour group participants?

21. What do you believe are the primary RECREATIONAL benefits of your visits to DC for tour group
participants?
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22. What do you believe are the primary EDUCATIONAL benefits of your visits to DC for tour group
participants?

SECTION E: Feasibility of enhancing benefits for tour participants, and specific ideas: This next section of
our questionnaire asks you to think about and share possible strategies for enhancing benefits to participants.
23. What are some specific ideas you have for enhancing the OVERALL benefits of your visits to DC for tour
group participants?

For the next three questions, please indicate how feasible you believe it would be to enhance each type of benefit for
your tour group participants. Then, share the specific ideas you have for enhancing that benefit.
24. How feasible do you think it would be to enhance the HEALTH benefits of your visits to DC for tour group
participants? (please check one)
Very Feasible

a.

Somewhat Feasible

Neutral

Somewhat Unfeasible

Very Unfeasible

What are some specific ideas you have for enhancing HEALTH benefits:

25. How feasible do you think it would be to enhance the RECREATIONAL benefits of your visits to DC for tour
group participants? (please check one)
Very Feasible

a.

Somewhat Feasible

Neutral

Somewhat Unfeasible

Very Unfeasible

What are some specific ideas you have for enhancing RECREATIONAL benefits:

26. How feasible do you think it would be to enhance the EDUCATIONAL benefits of your visits to DC for tour
group participants? (please check one)
Very Feasible

a.

Somewhat Feasible

Neutral

Somewhat Unfeasible

Very Unfeasible

What are some specific ideas you have for enhancing EDUCATIONAL benefits:
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SECTION F: Intermodal capabilities: The final section of our questionnaire wraps up with asking you to share
information regarding intermodal capabilities.
27. Once the tour bus dropped off you and your most recent group at the National Mall, what are the primary ways
your group used to get around the National Mall?

28. What could have been done to maximize your most recent tour group’s pedestrian experience at the National
Mall and, accordingly, reduce the number of drop-offs and pick-ups?

29. Would you be willing to put tour group members on the DC Circulator or Metro as part of your itinerary?
_____Yes
a.

_____No

Why or why not?

30. What are your primary concerns and complaints regarding bringing tour groups to DC?

31. Additional comments:

Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this questionnaire!
You can return this questionnaire via email, fax or surface mail.
See next page for contact information.
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Contact Information

Email: Please return to Maggie Daniels (mdaniels@gmu.edu) or Laurie Harmon lharmon@uwlax.edu
Fax: Please fax to Maggie Daniels at 703-993-2025
Surface mail: Please mail to Maggie Daniels
Maggie Daniels, Ph.D.
Principal Investigator, National Mall Tour Bus Study
School of Recreation, Health and Tourism
George Mason University
10900 University Blvd., MS 4E5
Bull Run Hall, Room 201B
Manassas, VA 20110-2203
Questions or comments, please call:
Maggie Daniels: 703-993-4279
Laurie Harmon: 540-878-8737
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REQUEST
Dear (Tour Operator),
Researchers from George Mason University are working with the National Park Service regarding a study designed
to improve tour bus operations on the National Mall and in Washington, DC.
(Point of Contact) of (Agency) suggested that I reach out to you regarding this study.
We would like to hear from you regarding your experiences when sending buses to the National Mall and
Washington, DC. Questions are specific to organizational characteristics, itineraries, bus operations, perceived
benefits and intermodal capabilities.
The questions are attached. If you agree to participate, you can respond in writing or we can schedule a phone
interview that will be conducted by me or my research colleague, Laurie Harmon. If you feel there is someone else
in your organization who should receive the questionnaire in addition to you or instead of you, please let me know.
Please let me know at your earliest convenience if you are willing to respond to these questions. If you agree to
participate, your feedback will be summarized for use in analysis of the conditions of tour bus operations in the
National Mall & Memorial Parks area.
There are no foreseeable risks for participating in this research. The data in this study will be confidential. All
responses will be analyzed without connecting the data to any identifying information.
Your participation is voluntary, and you may withdraw from the study at any time and for any reason. If you decide
not to participate or if you withdraw from the study, there is no penalty or loss of benefits to which you are
otherwise entitled. There are no costs to you or any other party.
This research has been reviewed according to George Mason University procedures governing your participation in
this research.
I would appreciate your written response by Monday, May 5, 2014. If you prefer to complete the interview over
the phone, just let me know and we can schedule a phone interview that will take place within the next month.
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to email or call me.
Many thanks for your role in improving tour bus operations on the National Mall.
Sincerely,
Maggie Daniels, Ph.D.
Principal Investigator, National Mall Tour Bus Study
School of Recreation, Health and Tourism
George Mason University
10900 University Blvd., MS 4E5
Bull Run Hall, Room 201B
Manassas, VA 20110-2203
Phone: 703-993-4279
Fax: 703-993-2025
mdaniels@gmu.edu
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Dear (Tour Bus Client),
Researchers from George Mason University are working with the National Park Service regarding a study designed
to improve tour bus operations on the National Mall and in Washington, DC.
(Point of Contact) of (Agency) suggested that I reach out to you regarding this study.
We would like to hear from you regarding your experiences when sending buses to the National Mall and
Washington, DC. Questions are specific to organizational characteristics, itineraries, bus operations, perceived
benefits and intermodal capabilities.
The questions are attached. If you agree to participate, you can respond in writing or we can schedule a phone
interview that will be conducted by me or my research colleague, Laurie Harmon. If you feel there is someone else
in your organization who should receive the questionnaire in addition to you or instead of you, please let me know.
Please let me know at your earliest convenience if you are willing to respond to these questions. If you agree to
participate, your feedback will be summarized for use in analysis of the conditions of tour bus operations in the
National Mall & Memorial Parks area.
There are no foreseeable risks for participating in this research. The data in this study will be confidential. All
responses will be analyzed without connecting the data to any identifying information.
Your participation is voluntary, and you may withdraw from the study at any time and for any reason. If you decide
not to participate or if you withdraw from the study, there is no penalty or loss of benefits to which you are
otherwise entitled. There are no costs to you or any other party.
This research has been reviewed according to George Mason University procedures governing your participation in
this research.
I would appreciate your written response by Monday, May 5, 2014. If you prefer to complete the interview over
the phone, just let me know and we can schedule a phone interview that will take place within the next month.
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to email or call me.
Many thanks for your role in improving tour bus operations on the National Mall.
Sincerely,
Maggie Daniels, Ph.D.
Principal Investigator, National Mall Tour Bus Study
School of Recreation, Health and Tourism
George Mason University
10900 University Blvd., MS 4E5
Bull Run Hall, Room 201B
Manassas, VA 20110-2203
Phone: 703-993-4279
Fax: 703-993-2025
mdaniels@gmu.edu
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